In quantum information theory, entanglement, other bipartite correlation and coherence can act as a resource for a wide range of tasks. Hence broadcasting more number of resource states from a given pair is a process of utmost importance. In this article, we investigate to broadcast resources beyond 2 ⊗ 2 systems. In particular, for 2⊗3, we are able to characterize all the states not useful for broadcasting of entanglement, and in addition to that we take the examples like maximally entangled mixed state (MEMS) and two parameter class of states (TPCS) from qubit-qutrit system to find out the broadcasting range for each of these states. Beyond entanglement, in 2 ⊗ d dimension we show that it is impossible to optimally broadcast quantum correlation (discord) and coherence (l 1 norm). However, with the help of same examples from 2 ⊗ 3 systems, we are able to show that if not optimally, we still will be able to broadcast coherence and correlation at least in a non-optimal way.
I. INTRODUCTION
The impossibility to copy an arbitrary quantum state perfectly is one of the fundamental aspect that makes quantum information different from its classical counterpart. In short, given an arbitrary quantum state |ψ〉, it is impossible to create an identical copy of the state [1] . This is 'No Cloning Theorem'. In addition to 'No Cloning Theorem' there are other impossible operations which all together makes quantum information more private and secure [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, the 'No Cloning Theorem' never rules out the possibility of approximate quantum cloning, as there are many such cloning transformations. In literature, it is well-known that an arbitrary quantum state |ψ〉 can be cloned with a fidelity as high as 5 6 [6] [7] [8] [9] . Nevertheless, given the impossibility of perfect cloning, Buzek et al. [9] went beyond this to initiate the idea of approximate cloning. In that process, two types of quantum cloning machines (QCM) namely state independent and state dependent was introduced. The idea of state independent quantum cloning machine (SIQCM) is to keep the fidelity of cloning independent of input state parameters. This machine is popularly known as universal quantum cloning machine (UQCM) [9] as all the pure states are copied equally well. This machine copies every state with fidelity 5 6 which was later proved to be optimal [10, 11] . In addition, to this there are also state dependent quantum cloning machine (SQCM) whose fidelity depends on the choice of our input state [12] . Furthermore, there also exists probabilistic quantum cloning machine, with which we can clone an unknown quantum state, secretly chosen from a certain set of linearly independent states with a non-zero probability of success p (0 < p < 1) [7, 12] . There also exists optimal asymmetric Heisenberg quantum cloning * souravchat25@gmail.com machine [13] where the two outputs states are not the same. This machine becomes optimal symmetric cloning machine when p = q = 1 2 , where p and q are the machine parameters.
In resource theory, we have seen that quantum entanglement [14, 15] acts as a vital resource in quantum cryptography [19] and information processing tasks like teleportation [18] , super dense coding [20] , entanglement swapping [21] , remote entanglement distribution [22] . Not only that, it plays a pivotal role for better procurement of fidelity of QCMs. It has also been suggested that the quantum correlations go beyond the simple idea of entanglement. The idea of quantum discord was introduced to quantify all types of quantum correlations including entanglement. In this paper, we acronym all such correlations that go beyond the idea of entanglement as QCsbE. It must be emphasized here that discord actually supplements the measure of entanglement that can be defined on the system of interest and at the same time can also act as a resource [23] . Entanglement and superposition are sailent features that makes quantum theory unique and there is no classical analogue to them. People came up with measures of entanglement however there are no such measures of quantum superposition until recently people found out ways of quantifying quantum coherence [24] which can be thought of as a measure of superposition. Quantum Coherence can also be used for certain processes like better cooling [25, 26] or work extraction in nano-scale thermodynamics, also in quantum algorithms [27] [28] [29] , in quantifying wave-particle duality [30] [31] [32] and in other biological processes [33, 34] .
In this research article, we study the problem of broadcasting of quantum resources in 2 ⊗ 3 and in general for 2 ⊗ d dimensional systems. First of all, we provide non broadcastable range of a general mixed state in 2 ⊗ 3 dimension. In particular we find out the broadcasting ranges of Maximally entangled mixed states (MEMS) and Two parameter class of states (TPCS). Further we show the impossibility of optimal broadcasting of quantum correlations and quantum coherence in a general qubit-qudit mixed quantum state. As a cloning operation we have used local symmetric optimal Heisenberg quantum cloning machine(QCM).
In section II we give a brief description of related concepts which will be useful in the later part of the article. In section III we study the broadcasting of entanglement for general qubit-qutrit state. As an example we have also considered the broadcasting of Maximally Entangled Mixed States (MEMS) and Two Parameter Class States (TPCS). In section IV we have give the proof of impossibility of optimal broadcasting of correlation and coherence and examples to show non-optimal broadcasting of these resources. Finally, we conclude in section V.
II. USEFUL DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS
In this section, we give a brief introduction to various concepts which will be useful and related to the main theme of the article.
A. General qubit-qudit mixed state
In this paper, we have considered a general qubit-qudit mixed state as a resource state which is represented in the canonical form as,
Here As an example, a general qubit-qutrit mixed entangled state ρ 12 can be canonically expressed as,
where
, σ i 's are Pauli matrices and G j 's are GellMann matrices. I n is the identity matrix of order n. X , Y and T are the Bloch vectors and the correlation matrix respectively.
B. Entanglement detection criteria
In order to test the separability of a given bipartite state, we generally use the Peres-Horodecki criteria. This criteria is necessary and sufficient condition for detection of entanglement for bipartite systems with dimension 2 ⊗ 2 and 2 ⊗ 3.
Peres-Horodecki (PH) Criteria
If at-least one of the eigenvalues of a partially transposed density operator for a bipartite state ρ defined as ρ T mµ,ηv = ρ T mv,ηµ turns out to be negative, then we can say that the state ρ is entangled. Equivalently, this criterion can be translated to the condition that determinant of at least one of the two matrices 
is negative; with determinant of W 2 = ρ 00,00 ρ 01,00 ρ 00,01 ρ 01,01 being simultaneously non-negative.
As PH criteria requires us to compute eigen values, it is not always computationally feasible to compute eigenvalues of the density matrix that have several variables as a argument. To overcome this problem, we have used another separability criteria in terms of Bloch sphere parameters ( X , Y , T ) which is comparatively easier to compute.
Separability criteria in terms of bloch sphere
In order to check the separability, we have used separability criteria [37] in terms of Bloch sphere representation of two quantum mechanical systems. This criteria make use of Ky Fan matrix norm. Let A be a matrix that belongs to mx n . The Ky Fan matrix norm is defined as the sum of singular values σ i ,
This criteria states that if a bipartite state of M⊗N satisfies
then it is a separable state. Here ||.|| 2 is the Euclidean norm. Therefore if a bipartite state of 2 ⊗ 3 dimension with Bloch representation (2) satisfies
then it is a separable state.
C. Cloning
As stated previously, the no-cloning theorem states that given an arbitrary quantum state |ψ〉, there doesn't exists complete positive trace preserving map (CPTP) C that can transform a single copy of |ψ〉 to two copies of |ψ〉 i.e. C : |ψ〉 → |ψ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉. Even though perfect cloning is forbidden in quantum mechanics, it does not rule out the possibility of approximate cloning of an arbitrary quantum state. The simplest example of this problem is duplication of the pure state of a qubit and this has been extensively studied.
In our work, we are interested in symmetric 1 → 1 + 1 cloning machines. We use the optimal universal symmetric Heisenberg cloning machine. This machine creates the second clone with maximal fidelity for a given fidelity of first one. The general expression for cloning of qudit by this machine is given by :
Here, suffixes 'a' and 'b' represent clones while 'c' represents the ancillary state.
D. Broadcasting of quantum resources by cloning
In this subsection, we give a brief exposure to the idea of broadcasting of resources with the aid of cloning machines. It is known that entanglement, QCsbE and coherence can be used as a resource for a wide range of information processing tasks. There is always a necessity of more number of resources pairs than a single resource pair. The process of decomposing a resource pair to more number of resource pairs is called broadcasting of quantum resources. We apply different strategies to do broadcasting of resources. One such strategy is to apply local cloning operations on individual labs of each party sharing the resource to create more number of resources across the labs. In the next subsections, we describe how the broadcasting happens in qubit-qudit system.
Broadcasting of entanglement
Let us consider that Alice and Bob share a general qubit-qudit mixed quantum state ρ 12 (1) as input state. Also, qubit 3 and qudit 4 serve as the initial blank state in Alice's and Bob's lab respectively. We apply local cloning unitaries U 1 ⊗ U 2 (7) on qubits (1,4) and qudits (2, 4) . Tracing out ancilla qubit and ancilla qudit on Alice's and Bob's side respectively, we get the output state asρ 1234 . We trace out the (2, 4) and (1, 3) to obtain the local output statesρ 13 on Alice's side andρ 24 on Bob's side respectively. Similarly, after tracing out appropriate qubits and qudits from the output state, we obtain the two plausible groups of non local output statesρ 14 andρ 23 .
The expression for non local outputs states across the labs are given by,
while the expression for local output states within Alice's and Bob's labs are given by,
Here B 34 = |00〉〈00| and M 56 = |00〉〈00| represent the initial blank state and machine state respectively.
The requirement to broadcast the entanglement between the desired pairs (1,4) and (2,3), we need to maximize the entanglement between non local pairs (1,4) and (2,3) irrespective of the local pairs (1,3) and (2,4). However for optimal broadcasting, we should ideally have no entanglement between local pairs and hence thereby increasing the amount of entanglement between non local pairs.
Non-optimal broadcasting of entanglement : An entangled state ρ 12 is said to be broadcast after the application of local cloning operation (U 1 ⊗ U 2 ), if the non local output states {ρ 14 ,ρ 23 } are inseparable for some input state parameters.
Optimal broadcasting of entanglement : An entangled state ρ 12 is said to be broadcast optimally after the application of local cloning operation (U 1 ⊗ U 2 ), if the non local output states {ρ 14 ,ρ 23 } are inseparable and the local output states {ρ 13 ,ρ 24 } are separable for some input state parameters.
However, PH criteria provides necessary and sufficient condition for separability in a bipartite system of the type 2 ⊗ 2, 2 ⊗ 3 and 3⊗2. In arbitrary higher dimensions like d⊗d, it provides only a necessary but not a sufficient condition for separability, i.e. in higher dimensions like d⊗d, there exists states that remain positive under partial transposition even if they are entangled. In our case, Bob's side is d⊗d.
Sub-optimal broadcasting of entanglement : An entangled state ρ 12 is said to be broadcast sub-optimally after the application of local cloning operation (U 1 ⊗ U 2 ) for some input state parameters if all the following conditions hold :
1. The non local output states {ρ 14 ,ρ 23 } are inseparable. 2. The local output state on Alice's sideρ 13 is separable. 3. The local output state on Bob's sideρ 24 can have few entangled states with separable states after we apply PH separability criteria.
Broadcasting of quantum correlations beyond entanglement (QCsbE)
In the last decade, it was observed that entanglement is not sufficient to encapsulate all quantum correlations as there is significant amount of work been done even in absence or near absence of entanglement. It was also observed that there are correlations that go beyond the notion of entanglement and these QCsbE can be used as a resource for some operational tasks as they allow us to do these tasks more efficiently that would not be possible by any classical means. It is therefore equally important to broadcast QCsbE from a pair of state to a larger number of states. In a recent work, we have shown how to broadcast QCsbE in 2 ⊗ 2 systems [38, 39] . In this article, we have considered geometric discord (D G ) as one of the measure of QCsbE.
Geometric Discord (D G ) :
The geometric measure of quantum discord D G has been recently proposed as a quantifier of general non-classical correlations in bipartite quantum states. It is the distance between the quantum state and the nearest classical state. For a arbitrary general qubit-qudit state ρ 12 , it is defined as,
where χ is classical state. Such a classical state, in general, can be written as
where d 1 is the dimensionality of subsystem 1 and π 1 i are its projectors. ρ 2 i are density matrices describing states of subsystem 2.
However, for a arbitrary qubit-qudit system, an analytical expression of D G has been obtained [40] , which is defined as follows :
where λ max is the maximal eigen value of the matrix ω = ( x x t + T T t ). Here superscript 't' denotes the transpose and 'T' is the correlation matrix of ρ 12 .
Local broadcasting of QCsbE is very similar to the notion of local broadcasting of entanglement. Let D G be the total amount of QCsbE produced as a result of local cloning operations. Non-optimal broadcasting Of QCsbE : A quantum correlated state ρ 12 is said to be broadcast after the application of local cloning operation (U 1 ⊗ U 2 ), if the amount of QCsbE of non local output states {ρ 14 ,ρ 23 } is non zero for some input state parameters.
Optimal broadcasting Of QCsbE :
A quantum correlated state ρ 12 is said to be broadcast optimally after the application of local cloning operation (U 1 ⊗ U 2 ), if the amount of QCsbE of non local output states {ρ 14 , ρ 23 } is non zero and the amount of QCsbE of local output states {ρ 13 ,ρ 24 } is zero for some input state parameters.
Broadcasting of quantum coherence
Quantum Coherence has its application in variety of fields, ranging from quantum information processing to quantum sensing, metro-logy, thermodynamics, biology and it can act also as a resource in each of these domains. Therefore, it becomes important to investigate the possibility of creating more number of coherent states from an existing coherent pair. In a recent study, it has been shown that it is impossible to clone quantum coherence perfectly [41] . In addition to this, just like entanglement, we have shown the possibility of broadcasting coherence using quantum cloning in 2 ⊗ 2 quantum system [42] . Due to the basis dependent property of quantum coherence, researchers have introduced the concept of genuine quantum coherence which are invariant of change of basis. In the process of cloning we have a blank state (suppose ρ = 2 ) which is genuinely incoherent state. So if through the process of cloning we try to increase coherence of the blank state then the process is termed as Broadcasting of quantum coherence. Given a quantum state ρ, the amount of coherence present in the state ρ in the basis |k〉 is given as follows,
We will calculate quantum coherence in the two-qubit computational basis |00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉. This is l 1 norm and it does not depend upon diagonal elements and coherence will be zero in the eigen basis of the density matrix.
To broadcast coherence between the desired pairs (1,4) and (2,3), one need to maximize the amount of coherence between the non local output pairs (1,4) and (2,3) irrespective of local output pairs (1,3) and (2, 4) . In order to broadcast coherence optimally, the amount of coherence between local output pairs should be zero.
Non-optimal broadcasting of coherence : A coherent input state ρ 12 is said to be broadcast after the application of local cloning operation (U 1 ⊗ U 2 ), if the non local output states {ρ 14 ,ρ 23 } are coherent i.e. C(ρ 14 ) =0, C(ρ 23 ) =0 for some input state parameters.
Optimal broadcasting of coherence :
A coherent input state ρ 12 is said to be broadcast optimally after the application of local cloning operation (U 1 ⊗ U 2 ), if the non local output states {ρ 14 ,ρ 23 } are coherent i.e. C(ρ 14 ) =0, C(ρ 23 ) =0 ,while the local output states {ρ 13 ,ρ 24 } are incoherent i.e. C(ρ 13 )=0, C(ρ 24)=0 for some input state parameters.
III. BROADCASTING OF ENTANGLEMENT IN 2 ⊗ 3 DIMENSION
In this section we will demonstrate the broadcasting of entanglement for 2 ⊗ 3 system. Our input resource state is a general qubit-qutrit mixed state ρ 12 (as in Eq. (2)). This state is shared between two parties, Alice and Bob. Both of them locally apply optimal universal symmetric Heisenberg cloning machine as in Eq. (7).
After cloning, we trace out ancilla qubit and ancilla qutrit on Alice and Bob's side respectively. The state of this composite system is given byρ 1234 . We trace out 2,3 and 1,4 to get the non local output statesρ 14 andρ 23 .
The expression for reduced density operator for non local output states is as follows :
Here
., 8 and T is correlation matrix of the original input state. Now, we need to apply entanglement detection criteria to check for the inseparability of non local output states for non-optimal broadcasting. Since it is not computationally feasible to calculate the eigenvalues of the partial transpose of the matrixρ 14 , we could not apply Peres-Horodecki criteria for this general case. As a result, we have used the separability criteria (5) in terms of Bloch sphere to check the separability of non local output states. By applying this criteria, we can only tell about the states which are non broadcastable. The non broadcastable ranges are :
where A = and t i j is the element i th row and j th column of the correlation matrix.
To demonstrate the non broadcastable states, we uniformly generated 50000 states randomly using Haar measure. This is displayed in figure (2) . The non broadcastable states are shown in blue color while the red color shows the states that may or may not be useful for broadcasting.
Figure 2. Blue color shows the states that are not useful for broadcasting in 2 ⊗ 3 out of 5 * 10 4 states generated uniformly at random using Haar measure. Red color shows the states that may or may not be useful for broadcasting in 2 ⊗ 3. .
To demonstrate the broadcasting of entanglement, we next consider two different classes of mixed entangled states, namely: (A) Maximally Entangled Mixed State (MEMS) and (B) Two parameter class of states.

A. Example : maximally entangled mixed state (MEMS)
In this subsection we consider Maximally Entangled Mixed state (MEMS) as an example to start with. MEMS are states with maxima amount of entanglement for a given degree of mixedness. It's density matrix depends on the choice of measures used to quantify the entanglement and mixedness. Here, we use linear entropy as a measure for mixedness and square of concurrence as a measure of entanglement. For this choice, the MEMS density matrices are divided into two sub-classes (ρ M E M SI and ρ M E M SI I ) which are defined as follows [43] :
Here 
 
We now apply PH criterion to find out the condition for non-optimal broadcasting under which the non local output states will be inseparable. We observe that the non local output states are inseparable when the value of r is greater than ≈ 0.44. 
Now for optimal broadcasting, we apply PH criteria to check the separability of local output states and inseparability of non local output states. Since PH criteria only provides a necessary condition for separability in 3 ⊗ 3 (Bob's side), there can be states that remain positive under partial transposition even if they are entangled. Therefore, we here give the sub-optimal broadcasting range. We observed that local output states are always separable irrespective of the value of 'r'. Therefore the sub-optimal broadcasting range is sim-ilar to the one obtained by non-optimal broadcasting i.e. when r is greater than 0.44.
MEMSII
We repeat the same procedure for MEMSII when 'r' is between 
We apply PH criteria for separability of local output states. As stated earlier, there can be states in higher dimension like 3 ⊗ 3 that remains positive under partial transposition even if they are entangled since PH criteria only provides a necessary condition for 3 ⊗ 3 (Bob's side) dimension. We therefore give the sub-optimal broadcasting range. We find out that the local output states are separable when r < 0.95. Hence we conclude that non-optimal broadcasting is always possible while for sub-optimal broadcasting, r should be less than 0.95.
In the next subsection, we demonstrate the broadcasting of entanglement using a two parameter class of states.
B. Example : two parameter class of states (TPCS)
We consider the following class of states with two real parameters α and γ in 2 ⊗ 3 quantum system :
(|00〉 ± |11〉) and |ψ ± 〉 = 1 2 (|01〉 ± |10〉) are the four bell states and the parameter β is dependent on α and γ by unit trace condition,
From the unit trace condition, α can vary from 0 to 1 2 and γ can vary from 0 to 1. This input state is shared by two parties, Alice and Bob. They both apply local cloning transformations. By tracing out the ancillas and appropriate qubit and qutrit on Alice's and Bob's side respectively, we get the non local output states which are given by,ρ Now, we apply the PH criteria to check the inseparability of these non local output states for non-optimal broadcasting. The non-optimal broadcasting is possible when the following condition is satisfied :
For optimal broadcasting, we also need to check the separability of local output states along with the inseparability of non local output states. The local output states are given by,ρ 
Similarly like the previous case of MEMS, we can only give the sub-optimal range as PH is only a necessary condition for 3 ⊗ 3 dimension. The sub-optimal broadcasting is only possible when the following inequality is satisfied along with (24):
IV. BROADCASTING OF QCSBE AND COHERENCE IN 2 ⊗ d DIMENSIONS
As we have discussed before that entanglement is not the only resource and there are correlations that go beyond entanglement. Quantum correlations that go beyond entanglement (QCsbE) like quantum discord and quantum coherence (l 1 norm) is extensively used as a resource in diverse tasks. In this section, we consider broadcasting of these resources in qubit-qudit system, where one of the parties say Alice is having a two-level system whereas other party in general is having a d-level system. The goal is to create more number of resource states through broadcasting using optimal universal symmetric Heisenberg cloning machine. In that process, we find out that it is impossible to broadcast optimally in a qubit-qudit system. However non-optimal broadcasting can still be done and we exemplify such broadcasting in this section.
A. Optimal broadcasting of QCsbE and coherence
In this subsection, we first show that marginal state of Alice is independent of Bob's dimension d. Subsequently we use this theorem to show that optimal broadcasting of QCsbE and Quantum Coherence is not possible in '5' and that on Bob's side is denoted by '6'. The state of the composite system can be represented by ρ 123456 . U a and U b are the cloning operators on Alice's and Bob's side respectively. We then trace out '2' , '4', '6' subsystem from Bob's side, after the application of cloning machine to get,
The reduced density matrix on Alice's side is given by,
)U a as unitary transformation doesn't affect the inner product of the system and σ i 's and O j 's are traceless matrices and is independent of dimension of Bob's qubit.
In the next two theorems, we show that it is impossible to optimally broadcast QCsbE(Quantum discord) and Quantum Coherence using Heisenberg optimal cloner respectively. Proof: Let us assume that two parties Alice and Bob share a general qubit-qudit quantum mixed state ρ 12 . We then apply local Heisenberg optimal cloning transformations(7) to qubits '1' and '3' and qudit '3' and '4' on Alice's and Bob's side respectively. '5' and '6' are the machine state on Alice's and Bob's side respectively. By tracing out the machine states and Bob's side qudits, we get the local output state on Alice part asρ 13 where
3 ). The coherence calculated using Eq. (13) of the local output state of Alice side comes out to be C(ρ 13 
2 ) > 0. Since for optimal broadcasting, coherence of local output state has to be zero, it is impossible to broadcast coherence optimally.
B. Non-optimal broadcasting of QCsbE and coherence for MEMS and TPCS states
In the previous subsection, we have seen that optimal broadcasting of quantum discord (D G ) and l 1 norm is not possible for 2 ⊗ d system. However this never rules out the possibility of non-optimal broadcasting of these resources by using the same cloner. In this subsection we take the same qubit-qutrit examples: a) Maximally entangled mixed states (MEMS) and b) Two parameter class of states (TPCS) and show that non-optimal broadcasting is indeed possible to certain range of input state parameters. In particular, we find out the range based on the input state parameters for which such broadcasting will be possible.
MEMS
As defined in the above sections, MEMSI refers to the case when 'r' is between 0 to 1 2 and MEMSII refers to the case when r ranges from 1 2 to 1. We apply local cloning transformation (7) to MEMSI and MEMSII separately. We trace out the machine states and the respective qubits and qutrits to get the non local output states (ρ 14 ,ρ 23 ). We calculate the geometric discord of non local output states using Eq. (12) . For non-optimal broadcasting, D G (ρ 14 ) and D G (ρ 23 ) should not be zero. In Table 1 , we give the range of non-optimal broadcasting of geometric discord for subclasses MEMSI and MEMSII.
For non-optimal broadcasting of coherence, we calculate the l 1 norm of non local output states using Eq. (13). For non-optimal broadcasting, C(ρ 14 ) and C(ρ 23 ) should not be zero. In Table 2 , we give the range of non-optimal broadcasting of coherence for sub-classes MEMSI and MEMSII.
TPCS
We repeat the same procedure as above for Two parameter class of states to find the range for non-optimal broadcasting of geometric discord (12) We can clearly see that non-optimal broadcasting is possible for entire range of α and γ except for points when α = 1−4γ
2 . Though it is impossible to broadcast quantum coherence optimally but we can broadcast it non-optimally. We find the range for non-optimal broadcasting of coherence (12) in terms of input state parameters (α and γ). The expression for coherence (l 1 norm) comes out to be,
We can clearly observe that non-optimal broadcasting is possible for entire range of α and γ except for points when α = 1−4γ 2 .
V. CONCLUSION
In a nutshell, the whole article talks about the broadcasting of quantum resources beyond qubit-qubit systems. In particular, we investigate the problem of broadcasting of entanglement for a general qubit-qutrit (2 ⊗ 3) state and are able to identify the set of states for which the broadcasting will never be possible. We take examples like a) Maximally Entangled mixed states (MEMS) and b) Two Parameter Class of States (TPCS) from 2 ⊗ 3 to show the range of both sub-optimal and non-optimal broadcasting. We show that it is impossible to optimally broadcast quantum correlation and quantum coherence optimally for a general 2 ⊗ d dimensional systems. Further to show that the non-optimal broadcasting of these resources is a sill a possibility, we consider the same examples from 2 ⊗ 3 systems and henceforth find out the range of the input state parameters for which it will be possible.
